Benefit from our innovative approach,
Extensive experience and Bright thinking...

The difference…

Kick starting your workforce
analytics journey with a fully
functional proof of concept…
Getting support for and starting your analytics journey can
be a daunting task, and often the tools you have to illustrate
your business case value are generations behind the tools
you’re looking to implement – using excel or PowerPoint
graphs to build demand for an interactive dashboard
platform.
We believe in using the same high-end technology to quickly
and efficiently build a proof of concept that your
stakeholders can use, interact with and buy into. Create
value, glean insights & make decisions from the start.

The benefits…
Imagine being able to show your stakeholders a fully
functional end product they can see, use and make
decisions from, before you’ve even selected a long-term
platform.
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Build a proof of concept with no lock in commitment
Show your stakeholders what you’re capable of delivering
Move away from flat, static concepts towards a fully
functioning end product your stakeholders can use and
interact with
Deliver a working prototype before investing in a large
platform solution
Easy-to-use, yet powerful interface
Comprehensive & customisable – show the metrics most
important to your business.
Integrate your existing data sources

Let’s start
the conversation…
Contact Leo or Ryan for a confidential discussion to
explore applying our Bright approach for you today.

Delivering a real product to the business leaders can
increase your adoption rate & secure the business case for
a long-term strategic approach.
We provide our partners with a proof of concept in just 6
weeks, to kick start their analytics journey and deliver real
outputs and real value.
A proof of concept analytics platform that uses the same
enterprise level technology, can quickly build stakeholder
buy in for a longer term analytics strategy requiring
significant investment, for a fraction of the cost.
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Understand what you
want to achieve with
analytics.

Identify data sources
and collect required
data for compilation.

Analyse the data through
agreed algorithms & agree
visualisations.

Present the prototype
product establishing the
baseline & supporting the
business case.

